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Dear Dog lover
Once you have had your beautiful new flooring laid you will want to keep it in tip top condition.
The first piece of good news is Floors For Paws is ‘factory finished’ which means you never need to
polish, seal, wax, re-sand, or apply any special maintenance techniques.

Post installation advice:
Please allow 72 hours before PawSafe is exposed to water. This will allow the adhesive and welds to fully
cure. Water contact prior to this period can potentially damage your sub-floor.
Vacuum the floor regularly. All vacuums are compatible with our flooring but from experience we
recommend animal friendly vacuums – some vacuums will clog up with dog hair! If you prefer you can
sweep up loose debris (keeping it old school)
To remove muddy paws marks and spills you can spot clean with Floor wipes or damp mop. Don’t worry if
you don’t catch them straight away – Floors For Paws won’t stain from marks such as mud, coffee, spilt
water bowls etc.
Doggy accidents are no problem for this floor, although it is important to clean these up straight away due
to the production of ammonia (as if you would wait long to clean up!) All nasties will stay on the top
surface of your flooring and not impregnate beneath or into the flooring itself so you can be sure your new
floor is hypo-allergenic and there will be no bad odours from your floor.
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Regular manual cleaning advice:
1. Remove all non-fixed items from the floor area.
2. Sweep or hoover the floor to remove all loose
debris.
3. Use a PH neutral floor cleaner, mixed in the
appropriate concentration with clean warm
water and a deck brush/bristled brush to
agitate the surface. Spraying some of floor
cleaner onto the floor prior to brushing is
advised.
4. Follow up with a flathead micro-fibre mop and
clean warm water to remove all excess
moisture from the surface.

Periodic deep cleaning advice:
1. Remove all non-fixed items from the floor area.
2. Sweep or hoover the floor to remove all loose
debris.
3. For a deep clean we recommend the use of a
rotary scrubber or scrubber dryer machine.
4. For more information on appropriate cleaning
equipment for your new flooring please visit
https://www.traffik.uk.com

Please do not drag heavy furniture over your flooring. This is tough stuff, but as with any flooring; heavy
furniture should be placed into position to avoid marking.
An effective entrance mat can reduce leaning by up to 70%. Avoid the use of rubber backed mats as these
can leave marks on your floor.

*Strategically placed mats can reduce cleaning of your floor significantly
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